nearly 70 million

drivers trained
NSC Driver Safety Training
DDC 4 6 th edition / Van Driver 3
The most interactive safety driver training
course from the National Safety Council
This four-hour instructor-led classroom course now offers greater flexibility for
organizations who would like to customize session blocks. This course will motivate
participants to change their behind-the-wheel behaviors and attitudes. It will give them key
understanding, skills and techniques to avoid collisions and reduce future violations. The
result is a more responsible driver who grasps best practices to prevent injury and death
while operating a motor vehicle.

What you will learn
 The stages, causes and prevention of collisions
 How to reduce collision risk with defensive driving strategies
This is the most media
rich four-hour driver
safety training course
from the National Safety
Council, complete with







How driving distractions such as talking and texting affect driving ability
The definition of impairment and its related dangers
The impact of physical, weather, road and traffic conditions
How to identify and minimize aggressive driving activities
The four fatal driving behaviors

videos, hazard clips,
animated visuals and
an instructional “guide”.
It also includes group
discussions, individual
written activities and a
written exam.

Course benefits
Businesses that adopt the DDC 4 program as their best driver safety practice show their
commitment to safety for employees, their families and the public. This training can also
help to improve an organization’s bottom line, lower worker’s compensation insurance
costs, decrease fleet premiums, reduce liability exposure and create a culture of safety.
Courts that use the DDC 4 program in their ticket dismissal program combat driving
fatality rates by changing driver attitudes and behaviors. The program also allows courts to
reduce court congestion, decrease case workloads and save lives.
Individuals who take the DDC 4 course gain a new awareness of roadway safety and
defensive driving helping them to reduce risk of collisions, dismiss traffic tickets, avoid
insurance increases, qualify for court supervision and fulfill court ordered driver education.
Written exam is included in the instructor manual for evaluation of cognitive content.

The DDC 4 / Van Driver 3 training courses are available for instruction on university
campuses free of charge to all employees. Space is limited to 25 participants per class.
Contact: Glynn Babb, Loss Control / Fire Safety Officer
Mississippi Institutions of Higher Learning
gbabb@mississippi.edu or (601) 432-6624
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